**Shut Up And Dance – Walk The Moon**  
(Key of D), 128 BPM) – 1/9/19

I

**Gtr, Bass Drum, Keys Percuss.** (D) (G) (D) (A)

C

**Oh Don’t You Dare Look Back...**

D, G, Bm, A)  
She Said OO o She Said Shut Up And Dance with Me  
D, G, ,D, A, Bm, A, (Accent on Bm A)

Verse  
G, A,B, A, G,A, D,C#,A X3 (D Octave Guitar)

Pre Chorus

F#,G, D,C#,A, F#,G, (A)

C

**Oh Don’t You Dare Look Back...**

D, G ,Bm (A) X2  
She Said OO o She Said Shut Up And Dance with Me  
(D) (G) (D) (A) (Bm, A,) X2 (Accent Bm A) “Shut Up and Dance”

Verse  
G, A,B, A, G,A, D,C#,A X3 (D Octave Guitar)

Pre Chorus

F#,G, D,C#,A, F#,G, (A)

Oh Don’t You Dare Look Back...

D, G ,Bm (A) X2  
She Said OO o She Said Shut Up And Dance with Me  
(D) (G) (D) (A) (Bm, A, G, D) X2

**Note: Last Time end on (G)(prior to solo)**

**Keys Solo Bm,D,G,A,X3** (last Time accent on Bm,D,G,A)

**Break (Shut Up and Dance!)**

I

**Gtr, Bass Drum, Keys Percuss.** (D) (G) (D) (A)

**Break (Shut Up and Dance!)**

**Oh Don’t You Dare Look Back...**

D, G ,Bm (A) X2  
She Said OO o She Said Shut Up And Dance with Me  
(D) (G) (D) (A) (Bm, A,) X2

**Keys Solo Bm,D,G,A,X3** (last Time accent on Bm,D,G,A)

**Vocals during solo “Shut Up and Dance with Me”**